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Summary Statement 

 

Some of the most useful and profitable ideas have been ones that have taken a perceived 

deficiency in one product and used it to great advantage in another.  A classic example is the 3M 

Post-it note, which uses cement that was originally developed as a strong adhesive but was not 

strong enough. 

 

The semiconductor industry has its own version of a shortcoming turned into an advantage – the 

deployment of oxide breakdown as a non-reversible, reliable and secure programming 

mechanism for non-volatile memory bits.  Deliberate oxide breakdown is the mechanism behind 

an OTP bit cell that offers several collective advantages over floating gate and other OTP/MTP 

architectures. 

 

This paper will describe a split-channel OTP bit-cell architecture based on predictable and 

irreversible thin-oxide breakdown that is at the heart of a field-programmable, very small, highly 

secure, and very reliable embedded memory that does not require any additional masks or 

process steps when implemented in a standard-logic CMOS process.  The bit-cell is scalable 

down to 40nm and below. 
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